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Calmodulin (CaM)4 is a small, ubiquitous Ca2⫹-binding protein that has been implicated in the Ca2⫹-dependent regulation
of a plethora of cell biological processes. Characterized roles
during cellular development and function include metabolic
regulation, response to inflammation, apoptosis, intracellular
trafficking, and membrane fusion (1–3). The vacuolar or vesicular ATPase (V-ATPase) is a multisubunit proton pump that
acidifies mostly intracellular compartments and consists of two
sectors: V1 (the cytoplasmic ATPase) and V0 (the transmembrane proteolipid pore) (4, 5). The largest (100 kDa) subunit of
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V0, subunit a, is encoded by four orthologous genes, named
a1–a4, in worm, mouse, and human.
The same four orthologous genes exist in Drosophila, but a
fifth gene encoding a less homologous variant is listed in the
public database as vha100-3. In yeast, subunit a is the only V0
component encoded by more than one gene, namely the two
homologs, vph1 and stv1. The two yeast versions or four animal
versions of subunit a principally exhibit cell-specific and intracellular compartment-specific distribution; in many cases, they
have been shown to target the complex to separate compartments (e.g. Vph1 to the vacuole and Stv1 to endosomal compartments (6, 7)). Of the four orthologous genes in animals,
subunit a1 has consistently been shown to be highly enriched
in, if not restricted to, neurons. In Drosophila, neuronal expression of subunit a1 in homozygous mutant animals fully rescues
the lethality associated with the loss of a1, demonstrating its
sole requirement in the nervous system (8).
Recently, subunit a has been implicated in membrane fusion
or secretion independent of intracompartmental acidification.
These roles include fusion of yeast vacuoles (9), synaptic vesicle
exocytosis in fly neurons (8), exocytosis in apical secretion of
exosomes and morphogens in worms (10, 11), and insulin
secretion from pancreatic islets in mice (12). Moreover, in the
endocytic degradative pathway, subunit a2 has recently been
shown to exert another function independent of proton pumping; subunit a2 interacts with the guanine nucleotide-exchange
factor ARNO in a pH-dependent manner, suggesting its function as a pH sensor for controlling the recruitment of the
GTPase activated by ARNO, Arf6, which in turn directly interacts with the V0 sector (13). Finally, a recent analysis of another
tissue-specific V0 sector component, subunit d2, revealed a
defect of osteoclast fusion independent of acidification (14).
How the putative multiple functions of the V0 sector, and subunit a in particular, are regulated is largely unknown.
Here, we report the identification and characterization of
a CaM-binding site in subunit a1 (or V100) of Drosophila.
CaM interacts with V100 in a Ca2⫹-dependent, high affinity
manner. Ablation of this binding site results in a loss of CaM
recruitment to synapses. Expression of V100 with a mutated
CaM-binding site at low levels leads to incomplete rescue of
the neuronal function, and high levels of expression lead to
cell death. Our data uncover a critical regulatory function of
CaM that controls genetically separable V100 and possibly
V-ATPase functions.
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The V0 complex forms the proteolipid pore of a vesicular
ATPase that acidifies vesicles. In addition, an independent function in membrane fusion has been suggested in vacuolar fusion
in yeast and synaptic vesicle exocytosis in fly neurons. Evidence
for a direct role in secretion has also recently been presented in
mouse and worm. The molecular mechanisms of how the V0
components might act or are regulated are largely unknown.
Here we report the identification and characterization of a calmodulin-binding site in the large cytosolic N-terminal region of
the Drosophila protein V100, the neuron-specific V0 subunit a1.
V100 forms a tight complex with calmodulin in a Ca2ⴙ-dependent manner. Mutations in the calmodulin-binding site in Drosophila lead to a loss of calmodulin recruitment to synapses.
Neuronal expression of a calmodulin-binding deficient V100
uncovers an incomplete rescue at low levels and cellular toxicity
at high levels. Our results suggest a vesicular ATPase V0-dependent function of calmodulin at synapses.

V-ATPase V0 Sector Subunit a1 Interacts Tightly with Calmodulin

⌬F ⫽ F max ⫻

Rainbow Transgenics, Inc. At least two independent transgene
insertions per chromosome were isolated, mapped, and tested
for expression in photoreceptors using GMR-Gal4 (16) and an
anti-V100 polyclonal antibody (8).
In Vivo Expression Analysis and Immunohistochemistry—
Rescue experiments by pan-neuronal or photoreceptor-specific expression of v100 and v100-WF in mutant backgrounds
were performed as described previously (8). Immunohistochemistry was performed on whole mount larval and adult
brains according to standard protocols described in the same
reference. Antibodies used are: anti-V100 (1:2000 (8)); antiCaM (1:500; Invitrogen); anti-Chaoptin (1:100 (17)). Images
were obtained with a Leica SP5 confocal microscope and visualized using Amira 4.1.1 (Mercury, Inc.).

RESULTS
V100 Contains a Specific Site for Tight Binding of Ca2⫹䡠
CaM—A critical regulatory role of CaM in V0-dependent
membrane fusion has been shown only in yeast vacuolar fusion
(18, 19). Reconstitution of the pore-forming V0 proteolipids
into choline-loaded liposomes revealed that choline release
from these liposomes is strictly Ca2⫹䡠CaM-dependent (19),
resembling earlier reconstitution experiments of V0 proteolipids from neurons and acetylcholine release (20, 21). A search for
the presence of a CBD in the primary sequences of all V0 sector
protein components (subunits a, c, and d) of the Drosophila
neuron V-ATPase hinted at the large N-terminal cytosolic
region (V100-N) of subunit a1, suggesting that subunit a1 might
be a direct target of CaM regulation. Therefore, purified recombinant V100-N was tested for its ability to bind CaM. Three
different mixtures were subjected to analytical gel filtration
(Fig. 1): A, the 46-kDa V100-N alone; B, a mixture of V100-N
and the 16-kDa CaM with EDTA in the liquid mobile phase;
and C, a mixture of V100-N and CaM in the identical ratio as in
B onto the column equilibrated and eluted with a buffer containing Ca2⫹ (no EDTA). In the presence of EDTA (Fig. 1B), the
peak fraction 1 is ascribed to V100-N because it matches exactly
that of V100-N alone (Fig. 1A). The slower eluting peak fraction
2 represents CaM. Replacement of the EDTA by Ca2⫹ (Fig. 1C)

兵([Ppttotal] ⫹ [CaMtitration] ⫹ Kd) ⫺ 冑(⫺([Ppttotal] ⫹ [CaMtitration] ⫹ Kd))2 ⫺ 4[Ppttotal][CaMtitration]其
2 ⫻ [Ppttotal]

where Kd is the apparent dissociation constant for the
Ca2⫹䡠CaM (CaM) binding to V100 CBD peptide (Ppt).
Mutagenesis and Generation of V100-CaM-binding Deficient
Transgenic Flies—V100 was subjected to site-directed mutagenesis using full-length cDNA in a pOT2 vector ((Berkeley Drosophila
Genome Project) clone LD21248) and the following primers: 5⬘CCAAGAATCTTAAGAACGCGGCCGTCAAGGTGCGC-3⬘
and its reverse complement. Introduction of the double mutation
W318A and F319A was verified by sequencing. The resulting
v100-WF cDNA was cloned into pUAST using EcoR1 and
Xho1 restriction cutting sites as reported previously (8). DNA
injection for the generation of transgenic flies was performed by
JANUARY 4, 2008 • VOLUME 283 • NUMBER 1

(Eq. 1)

caused the appearance of a faster eluting peak (peak 3), along
with the disappearance of peak 1 shown in Fig. 1B. This finding
indicates that peak 3 is associated with the formation of a tight
complex between V100-N and Ca2⫹䡠CaM. To provide additional evidence, SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining were
performed to determine the protein compositions of the various fractions (shown in Fig. 1, E and F). Peak 3, shown in Fig. 1C,
is indeed composed of V100-N and Ca2⫹䡠CaM, which correspond to Fig. 1F, the two bands of lane 2. Peak 4 is unbound
excess Ca2⫹䡠CaM (Fig. 1F, lane 3). For the gel filtration of
V100-N and Ca2⫹䡠CaM in the presence of EDTA (Fig. 1B), the
protein compositions (panel E) show that peak 1 is V100-N
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cloning, Mutagenesis, and Purification of Proteins—The
DNA sequence of the 407-residue N-terminal region (V100-N)
of the fly neuronal a1 was amplified by PCR, cloned into pET44
plasmid, and expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3). The
protein was purified initially using TALON beads (Clontech).
After removing the His6-Nus tag by proteolysis, the V100-N
was further purified onto a gel filtration column. Recombinant
CaM was purified following a published procedure (15). Mutations of V100-N were introduced using QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and verified by DNA sequencing.
Pulldown and Sizing Exclusion Chromatography Assays—
His-Nus-tagged native and mutant V100-N protein (0.2 mg)
anchored on TALON beads (Clontech) was used as bait. The
beads were incubated with CaM (0.22 mg) in the cold room
for 3 h and washed extensively with 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5,
0.5 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.2% CHAPS, 5 mM CaCl2 and then
subjected to SDS-PAGE for visualization. For the analytical
gel filtration chromatography, the untagged wild type or
mutant V100-N and CaM were mixed to a volume of 0.25 ml
before loading onto a Superdex 200 HR 10/30 column (GE
Healthcare).
Fluorescence Measurements—The peptide of the CaM-binding domain (CBD) of the fly V100 (314NLKNWFVKVRKIKAIYHTLNLFNLD338) was synthesized commercially (BioSynthesis, Inc., Lewisville, TX). Both CaM and CBD peptide
were prepared in 5 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, and 20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5. The concentration of Drosophila CaM and CBD peptide were determined by the 280-nm absorption using extinction coefficients of 1280 and 6970 M⫺1 cm⫺1, respectively. For
the titration, 1- or 2-l aliquots of 15 or 45 M Ca2⫹䡠CaM stock
solution was added to 0.2 M peptide in 3-ml volume at room
temperature. The change in fluorescence was recorded on the
SLM8000C fluorometer by tryptophan excitation at 295 nm
and the emission spectrum from 300 to 400 nm. The titration
experiments were repeated three times. The titration curve,
using the normalized change in fluorescence at 340 nm, was
fitted into a quadratic function (below) with SigmaPlot (SPSS)
for a 1:1 stoichiometry of binding.
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(lane 3), and peak 2 is a mixture of mostly Ca2⫹䡠CaM and some
V100-N (lane 4) due to the inability to resolve overlapping
peaks 1and 2. Because of the formation of the V100-NCa2⫹䡠CaM complex (Fig. 1F, peak 3), the V100-N associated
with peak 1 could no longer be detected (Fig.1B, cf. lanes 3 and
4). We conclude from the gel filtration results that the N-terminal cytosolic region of V100 forms a tight complex with CaM
in a calcium-dependent manner and therefore must contain a
specific CBD.
CBDs of target proteins are generally small, contiguous
amino acid sequences of about 14 –26 amino acids in length,
containing a number of important hydrophobic and basic residues and having the propensity to form an amphiphilic ␣ helix
(22, 23). A key feature of most of these domains is the presence
of two large hydrophobic residues that are located at position 1
close to the amino end and position 10 or 14 near the C-terminal end (24). Each pair (1–10 or 1–14) of hydrophobic residues
serves as anchors to dock the helical peptide in the hydrophobic
pockets of the two globular lobes of Ca2⫹䡠CaM, often in a manner in which the N- and C-terminal hydrophobic residues bind
to the pockets in the C- and N-terminal lobes, respectively, of
Ca2⫹䡠CaM (25, 26). The middle portion of the long central helix
linking the two lobes is capable of uncoiling into loops of varying sizes for optimal positioning of the pair of hydrophobic
residues to the lobes (25–27). In searching the presence of
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FIGURE 1. Characterization of binding of CaM to V100-N in a Ca2ⴙ-dependent manner assessed by analytical gel filtration. Left row shows the
following chromatograms: A, V100-N (0.06 mM); B, V100-N (0.06 mM) and CaM
(0.15 mM) eluted with a buffer containing 2 mM EDTA; C, V100-N and CaM
(same molar ratio as in B) with the mobile phase containing 5 mM Ca2⫹;
D, identical to C, but with V100-N F319A mutant. In B, C, and D chromatograms, the molar ratio of V100-N to CaM is 1:2.5 with identical volume (0.25
ml) of each protein mixture loaded onto the column. Right row (E and F) shows
the results of the SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Blue staining of the different
fractions from the gel filtrations. The fractions were concentrated to roughly
the same volume. p1–p4 correspond to the different elution peaks identified
in the gel filtrations (B and C profiles). E, lane 1, protein markers; lane 2, a
mixture of Ca2⫹䡠CaM and V100-N before loading; lane 3, peak 1; lane 4, first
fraction from the peak of peak 2; lane 5, second fraction from the descending
slope of peak 2. F, lane 1, protein markers; lane 2, peak 3; lane 3, peak 4.

CBDs in the entire primary sequence of the fly V100 using an
online search program (28), only two segments, located in the
V100-N region, were identified to be potential CBDs: Segment
1, 245FIIFFQGDQLKTRVKKICEGFRATLYP271, and Segment
2, 314NLKNWFVKVRKIKAIYHTLNLFNLD338. Bold and
underlined aromatic/large aliphatic residues represent either
1–10 or 1–14 pairs of hydrophobic residues.
Segment 1 has the 1–14 (Phe-248 and Ile-259) type pair of
anchor hydrophobic residues, but secondary structure prediction suggests that only a portion of the segment (252–265) may
assume an ␣ helical configuration. Segment 2, which is predicted to be entirely ␣ helical, contains an unusual combination
of both 1–10 (Phe-319 –Ile-328) and 1–14 (Phe-319 –Ile-332)
hydrophobic motifs. To identify which of the two segments is
the CBD, single or double mutations of the potentially important hydrophobic residues in either segment, especially those
confined to the N termini, were introduced in V100-N. The
effects of the mutations on binding of Ca2⫹䡠CaM were first
evaluated by pulldown assays, with the mutated His6-tagged
V100-N bound to nickel beads serving as the bait (supplemental
Table S1). The single mutation F248A or F249A and double
mutations F248A and I261A in Segment 1 had no effect on
Ca2⫹䡠CaM binding. However, mutations of either Trp-318 or
Phe-319 in Segment 2 abrogated Ca2⫹䡠CaM binding. The
effects of the double mutations in Segment 2 (F319A⫹I328 and
F319⫹L332) could not be tested because the mutations
resulted in insoluble V100-N proteins. Based on these preliminary results, we further examined the effects of the mutations
using analytical gel filtration as described above, and the results
are consistent with the pulldown assays (supplemental Table S1
and Fig. S1). For example (Fig. 1D), the gel filtration profile of
the mixture of V100-N with the F319A mutation in Segment 2
and Ca2⫹䡠CaM is virtually identical to that shown in Fig. 1B,
which portrays no complex formation between wild type
V100-N and CaM in the presence of EDTA. Taken together,
our binding studies and mutagenesis experiments indicate the
existence of a CBD in V100, which is confined to Segment 2.
To simplify the study of the CaM interactions, synthetic peptides comprising the CBDs are normally used instead of the
large intact target enzymes or proteins. This system is in most
cases an excellent mimic for the interaction of CaM with the
whole target proteins. For example, the Kd values, many in the
nM range, of the complexes of Ca2⫹䡠CaM with intact targets and
with their corresponding CBD peptides are very similar (22,
29). To provide further evidence that Segment 2 is a bona
fide CBD, we determined the binding affinity of a synthetic
peptide of the segment (residues 314 –338) using intrinsic
fluorescence measurements. Because CaM is devoid of a tryptophan residue, we surmised that the tryptophan fluorescence
of Trp-318 of the peptide (emission maximum at 340 nm) could
be exploited to follow the peptide binding to Ca2⫹䡠CaM. The
addition of Ca2⫹䡠CaM to the peptide did cause an ⬃50%
increase in fluorescence intensity and an ⬃10-nm blue shift
(Fig. 2A), consistent with a hydrophobic interaction between
the tryptophan and CaM. Importantly, these spectral changes
do not occur in the presence of EDTA. Titration experiments
showed that the intensity at the maximum emission wavelength
reached a plateau when about 1 molar eq. of Ca2⫹䡠CaM was
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added to the peptide solution (Fig. 2B). Fitting of the titration
curve yielded a Kd of 21.5 ⫾ 3.6 nM, a value indicative of a CBD
with very tight affinity for Ca2⫹䡠CaM.
In summary, our biochemical data demonstrate that Segment 2 is a Ca2⫹-dependent, high affinity CBD in V100. Comparison of the orthologous regions in other subunit a1 genes
reveals a high conservation of the CBD (Fig. 3A). In contrast, all
a2–a4 variants across species have a less conserved putative
CBD (Fig. 3B). Whether these weaker a2–a4 CBD-homologous
regions are capable of binding CaM remains to be tested for
each individual case. The strong a1-specific conservation of the
CBD tested here suggests that Ca2⫹䡠CaM regulation is
employed for specific subunit a1 function, most likely having
critical regulatory function in the nervous system.
CaM Is a Critical Regulator of V100 in Drosophila Neurons—
In Drosophila, the V0 subunit a1 V100 is required for synaptic
vesicle exocytosis independent of vesicle acidification (8). We
therefore wondered whether CaM regulation is required for
JANUARY 4, 2008 • VOLUME 283 • NUMBER 1

V100 function in vivo. To test this possibility, we mutated two
key residues of the CaM-binding site, Trp-318 and Phe-319, to
alanine and generated transgenic flies for tissue-specific
expression of v100WF. Neuronal expression (using the neuronspecific elav-Gal4 driver and UAS wild type v100 (30)) in
homozygous mutants is sufficient to rescue viability to adulthood in flies (8). In contrast, expression of v100WF is not sufficient to rescue mutant animals to adulthood. However, in contrast to the mutants, embryos with neuronal v100WF expression
hatch as L1 larvae and exhibit contraction waves and movement. The larvae are progressively sluggish and die within 2–3
days. Interestingly, we found a dosage-dependent effect of
v100WF expression; high levels of neuronal v100WF in mutant
and importantly also wild type backgrounds lead to increased
lethality, suggesting a dominant negative effect. To investigate
whether this effect is cell-autonomous, we performed analogous rescue experiments in photoreceptors, which are not
required for the viability of the organism. Surprisingly, photoreceptor-specific expression of v100WF causes cell lethality in a
dosage-dependent manner (Fig. 4, D–F). In contrast, neither
overexpression of wild type v100 nor the complete loss of v100
in photoreceptors causes obvious developmental defects (Fig.4,
B and C). Hence, v100WF does not act as a classical dominant
negative but exerts a neomorphic toxic function. These results
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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FIGURE 2. Binding of CaM to V100 CBD peptide assessed by Trp fluorescence. A, fluorescence emission spectra of CaM (0.3 M, triangle) and the CBD
peptide (314NWFVKVRKIKAIYHTLNLFNLD338) of segment 2 (named Ppt) (0.3
M, diamond) and their complex in the presence of 5 mM Ca2⫹ (circle) or 10 mM
EDTA (square). The spectra were obtained in 5 mM NaCl and 20 mM HEPES, pH
7.5 (see “Experimental Procedures”). The fluorescence emission was measured from 300 to 400 nm with the excitation wavelength set at 295 nm.
B, fluorescence titration of Ca2⫹䡠CaM to V100 CBD peptide. The titration
curve, using the normalized change in fluorescence at 340 nm, was fitted as
described in “Experimental Procedures.” The fitting correlation coefficient
(R2) is 0.98.

FIGURE 3. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the CBD segments in
the V-ATPase V0 subunit a in fly, human, mouse, worm, and yeast. The
alignment is based on the alignment of the entire sequences of the various
homologues. Residues in green background are invariant; yellow background,
identical residues; cyan, similar residues. A, alignment of CBDs of only the a1
orthologs. B, alignment of the different subunit a orthologs. Sequence comparison of the fly subunit a homologues shows significantly high sequence
identity among a1, a2, a4, and a5 (⬎50%), whereas a3 shares only 36% identity. Thus, there are only four major homologues (a1, a2, a4, and a5) in fly,
which corresponds to the usual four orthologs present in other mammalian
species. Worm Unc32, Vha5, Vha6, and Vha7 correspond to subunits a1, a2,
a3, and a4, respectively. The yeast Vph1 segment is similar to those of subunit
a1s largely due to the presence of the 1–10 and 1–14 pairs of hydrophobic
residues, as well as Trp preceding the residue at position 1. However, the
unusual presence of several acidic residues sets Vph1 apart from the other
subunit a segments.
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suggest that interference with CaM binding releases V100 from
a critical CaM-dependent regulation.
CaM-binding Deficient V100 Correctly Localizes to Synapses
but Fails to Recruit CaM—If expressions of V100 and V100WF
have different activities because of altered CaM binding, this
difference could be reflected in mislocalized V100, CaM, or
both. We therefore investigated CaM and V100 localization
when V100 or V100WF are expressed in v100 mutant photoreceptors, a replacement that fully rescues when wild type V100 is
expressed. Both V100 and V100WF exhibit very similar expression profiles with strong enrichment of the protein in synaptic
terminals (Fig. 5, A and B, red; arrows). Hence, the V100WF is
correctly made and intracellularly sorted. Importantly, these
data further indicate that CaM binding is not required for the
correct localization of V100. CaM is predominantly and ubiquitously found in the cell bodies (Fig. 5, A and B, cb). However,
as shown in Fig. 5, C and D, a weaker, punctate CaM labeling is
also apparent in high resolution confocal scans of photoreceptor synapses. Importantly, this CaM labeling (green) is strongly
enriched only in v100 mutant synaptic terminals rescued with
wild type V100 expression (Fig. 5, C and E) but not V100WF
expression (Fig. 5, D and F). These data indicate that V100 can
recruit CaM to the synapse but that this recruitment is abolished when V100 lacks its CaM-binding site. In contrast, we
found no obvious mislocalization of CaM in the cell bodies or
axons of developing photoreceptors (supplemental Fig. S2),
suggesting that recruitment of CaM occurs specifically at syn-
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FIGURE 5. The CaM-binding domain in V100 is not required for V100 localization, but CaM is recruited to synapses. Shown are adult optic lobes from
whole mount brain dissection showing photoreceptor projections in the
brain. Photoreceptors are rendered mutant using the ey35FLP system and
replaced with wild type (A, C, and E) or mutant (B, D, and F) V100. Blue, Chaoptin (24B10, a photoreceptor-specific marker); red, anti-V100; green, antiCaM. A and B, in the optic lobes, V100 staining reveals the overexpressed V100
as well as V100-WF protein strongly enriched in synaptic layers (arrows),
whereas Chaoptin (blue) primarily marks the axons. CaM is mostly detected in
neuronal cell bodies (cb). C–F, high resolution lamina cross-section (upper
arrows in A and B). V100 labels individual synaptic photoreceptor terminals.
Only synaptic terminals enriched for wild type V100, but not V100-WF, exhibit
increased levels of CaM at synapses (arrows).

apses. Taken together, our in vivo data indicate that CaM critically regulates V100 in neurons and that CaM binding is not
required for the correct localization of V100 but for the recruitment of CaM to synapses.

DISCUSSION
We have identified a high affinity CBD that is specific to the
neuronal variant of the V-ATPase V0 subunit a1 (V100) in Drosophila. Disruption of this CBD impairs recruitment of CaM to
synapses as well as the V100 function required for viability.
High levels of CBD-defective V100 reveal cellular toxicity, a
phenomenon that is not associated with loss or gain of wild type
v100. Our data therefore indicate that V100 is critically regulated by CaM in neuronal system.
There are important differences between yeast homotypic
vacuolar fusion and tightly regulated exocytosis at synapses,
especially with respect to speed (31, 32). Nevertheless, intriguingly, it has been shown previously that Ca2⫹䡠CaM regulates
yeast vacuolar fusion by binding tightly to the 16-kDa proteoVOLUME 283 • NUMBER 1 • JANUARY 4, 2008
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FIGURE 4. Expression of calmodulin-binding deficient V100 exhibits
dosage-dependent cellular toxicity in Drosophila photoreceptors. A–C,
pictures of a fly eye for control, loss, and gain of V100. All are morphologically
normal. D–F, in contrast, overexpression of V100-WF causes mild developmental defects when expressed at low levels (by raising flies at 18 °C) and loss
of photoreceptor neurons at high levels (27 °C). At the same high temperature, wild type v100 does not affect eye morphology (F). All effects were verified for three independent insertions of UAS-v100 and UAS-V100-WF.
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context a particular V-ATPase is employed in, remains to be
determined.
Importantly, neither loss nor gain of v100 in Drosophila neurons causes cell lethality. In contrast, V100WF is toxic for the
cell in a dosage-dependent manner. Taken together with the
failure of V100WF to recruit CaM to synapses, the neomorphic
toxicity may be caused either by the mislocalization of CaM or
by the mutant V100 protein itself. As complete loss of v100 (and
thus assumedly a corresponding loss of V100-dependent CaM
recruitment to the synapse) does not cause cellular toxicity, we
conclude that at least this phenotype cannot be caused by a
V100-independent function of CaM. The V100WF protein itself
may be partially misfolded; however, the mutant and wild type
proteins exhibit identical localization and no obvious aggregation when expressed in photoreceptors (cf. Fig. 5 and supplemental Fig. S2). These data indicate that the mutant protein is
stable and intracellularly sorted like the wild type protein. We
can envision two scenarios as to how v100WF expression might
lead to cell lethality; both are based on the idea that interference
withCaMbindingreleasesV100fromnormallytightCa2⫹䡠CaMdependent regulation. In the first model, overexpression of
v100WF leads to more promiscuous engagement in V-ATPase
V0 complexes that are normally serviced by subunit a2–a4 and
required for cell viability. Removal of V-ATPase activity by loss
of at least one V1 subunit (vha55) indeed causes cell lethality in
photoreceptors5. In the second model, release of V100 from
Ca2⫹䡠CaM regulation allows V100 to function similarly to overexpression of the t-SNARE syntaxin (35). In photoreceptors,
both V100WF as well as syntaxin exert dosage-dependent toxicity when overexpressed (8). In view of this, the neomorphic
toxicity of v100WF would be caused by an “overactive” protein
due to lack of CaM-constrained regulation (35). We cannot
distinguish between these possibilities currently, as the molecular mechanisms of both syntaxin and V100WF overexpression
require further investigation.
In conclusion, our studies have shown that CaM not only
binds tightly to the V0 sector subunit a1 in a calcium-dependent
manner, but also critically regulates V100 in neurons. The initial work presented here paves the way for further in vitro and in
vivo investigations to deepen our understanding of the biological roles of the interaction between CaM and V0.
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